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Introduction fragmentation (ref. 29) and has since been extended
and utilized to describe pion production by Hiller
In individual nucleon-nucleon collisions, pion pro- and Pirner (refs. 18 and 19) and by Brown, Deutch-
duction at energies lower than 290 MeV is forbidden man, Townsend, Madigan, Norbury, and Cucinotta
by energy conservation. However, in nucleus-nucleus (refs. 20-27). In its latest formulation (refs. 26 and
collisions, pions have been produced at energies as 27) (described in the next section), which forms the
low as 25 MeV/nucleon (refs. 1 and 2), far below the basis of the calculations in the present paper, it will
nucleon-nucleon threshold. Such subthreshold meson be referred to as the "particle-hole model."
production is one of the most fascinating phenom-
ena to be observed in heavy-ion collisions in recent Description and History of Particle-Hole
years. One of the original suggestions that such pi- Model
ons might be observed dates back to McMillan and
Teller (ref. 3), who hypothesized that nucleons could We begin by briefly describing the "particle-hole
be boosted to energies above threshold by their Fermi model" as used in the present calculations. Modifi-
motions within the nucleus. The first theoretical cations to the previous formulation (ref. 26) and a
model of this type, developed by Bertsch (ref. 4), brief account of its historical development are also
has been applied to various sets of experimental data presented. Then, total cross sections, angular dis-
(refs. 5 and 6). Since the pions in this model are pro- tributions, spectral distributions, doubly differen-
duced by a nucleon-nucleon single collision (NNSC) tial cross sections, and Lorentz-invariant differential
process whose probability decreases with increasing cross sections for neutral and charged pions produced
boosts, it is insufficient to adequately explain all the in carbon-carbon collisions in the energy range of 35
data (refs. 6 and 7). However, the possibility that to 86 MeV/N are calculated and compared with re-
some of the inclusive pion data are the result of this cent heavy-ion pion data. Finally, the effects on the
process is not ruled out, since it is likely that several cross sections of including Pauli blocking and pion
competing processes may contribute, especially for absorption are investigated.
incident energies well above the absolute threshold. Pions can be produced by means of intermediate
Since NNSC models are unable to explain all the isobar A(3,3) formation in both 7rN ---*A ---, 7rN
data, statistical and thermal models have been pro- and NN ---*NA ---, NNTc processes. In the former
posed (refs. 6 and 8-10). In these models, the pions process, a real pion interacts with a nucleon to
are produced by statistical processes, and the associ- form an isobar which subsequently decays back to
ated production cross sections are determined from a pion and nucleon. The latter process is similar to
the phase space available to them. The two major the former except that the real incident pions are
variations in this approach involve either (1) corn- replaced by virtual incident pions with the incident
pound nucleus decay (ref. 9) in which pions and nu- nucleon acting as the source for the virtual pions.
cleons boil off after statistical equilibrium is achieved Hence, the second reaction proceeds in the same
among the nucleons in the entire nucleus or (2) statis- manner as the first, except that the incident pions
tical equilibrium and subsequent evaporation within are virtual rather than real.
subgroups of nucleons (ref. 10) (i.e., "hot spots") It is important to realize that the virtual pion
or composite fragments (refs. 6 and 8). At the ab- cloud surrounding a nucleus can be quite different
solute nucleus-nucleus threshold, pionie fusion, also from the virtual pion cloud surrounding a nucleon
termed doubly coherent production, may be the only (refs. 18-20). This difference is essential to the
possible mechanism for pion production. In this present description (refs. 20-27) of subthreshold pion
process, the colliding nuclei fuse to form a com- production. It is the nucleus as a whole which
pound system and an emitted pion (refs. 11-13). determines the properties of the virtual pion cloud (in
Examples of this mechanism inciude the reactions particular, its energy spectrum). In this description,
3He(6Li, _-)9C and 3He(3He, 7r+)6Li discussed in these nuclear virtual pions impinge on the nucleons in
references 11 and 12, respectively, the other nucleus to form isobars which subsequently
Apart from NNSC and statistical or thermal rood- decay into real pions.
els, the third grouping into which the theoretical This model was first proposed by Brown and
models may be classified (ref. 14) is the collective Deutchman (ref. 20), who were interested not only
models. The two main categories here are pionic in subthreshold pion production but also in a cor-
bremsstrahlung (refs. 15-17) and models based on responding signature unique to the above reaction
the WeizsScker-Williams method (refs. 18-27) orig- mechanism, since it was realized that neither this
inally used in electrodynamics (ref. 28). This lat- mechanism (nor perhaps any other) would explain
ter method was originally used to describe nuclear all the inclusive cross section data. Implicit in the
above description is the notion of a grazing or pe- in the Breit-Wigner term by the explicit dependence
ripheral (as opposed to central) collision. If the iso- on the nucleon kinetic energy TN.
bar forms in the projectile nucleus, then the target In previous work (refs. 20-26), the A(3,3) for-
will go to an excited state because of conservation of mation in the projectile with M1 formation in the
spin and isospin. Various states are possible, but the target was considered. In the present work, we have
ones concentrated on are the isovector triplet includ- also summed contributions from the process in which
ing the magnetic dipole (M1) giant resonance in 12C, the A(3, 3) forms in the target with M1 formation in
since it decays by emission of a 15.11-MeV photon the projectile. Summing these contributions is im-
in coincidence with the escaping pion, which comes portant, as there is no way for experimentalists to
from the decay of an isobar in an 160 projectile nu- distinguish between the pions from the projectile or
cleus and thus gives a unique signature to the above the target. In the present work, we have also per-
reaction mechanism, formed extensive numerical integrations, so that an-
The above ideas were the basis for a first- gular (da/dgt), spectral (da/dE), and total crosssec-
quantized formalism (refs. 21-25). Later, however, tions can be calculated in various reference frames.
the whole theory was reformulated in second quanti- Furthermore, the presentation of cross sections for a
zation in which the simultaneous excitation of an M1 much larger range of projectile subthreshold energies
giant resonance and a A(3,3) giant resonance was de- and pion angles allows a much wider comparison with
scribed in a particle-hole model (refs. 26 and 27). experimental data. The effects of Pauli blocking and
pion absorption are studied by varying the width FA
Present Developments of the isobar resonance (refs. 18 and 30) according to
The main purpose of a previous paper by Nor- the prescription of Hiller and Pirner (ref. 18) where
bury, Deutchman, and Townsend (ref. 26) was to
present the basic particle-hole model. In it, Lorentz- FA = )_Ffree + Fab s (2)
invariant and doubly differential cross sections for
mO incident upon 12C at 2.1 GeV/N and 85 MeV/N with Ffree representing the free width of the iso-
bar (115 MeV). The fraction A accounts for Pauliat single fixed angles were presented. In the present
work, we have evaluated cross sections for 12C in- blocking as the free width is reduced as a result of
cident upon 12C because of the greater availability the closed decay channels when the A is a nuclear
of experimental data for this reaction. Consequently medium. The term Fabs accounts for pion absorp-
the lPl/2 shell is no longer filled with nucleons, so tion effects.The final improvement is that we now distin-
tile particle-hole coefficients Xph(P) describing tile guish between charged and neutral pions from con-
probability for excitation of a particular nucleon to siderations of pions produced in elementary nucleon-
an isobar are different from previous work, as are nucleon collisions by means of isobar formation
the sums over various j values. The net result is (refs. 31 and 32). Here one simply calculates thethat the Lorentz-invariant differential cross section
probabilities (i.e., isotopic spin Clebsch-Gordon coef-
for pion production in a 12C projectile with M1 gi- ficients) of pion production through the various pos-
ant resonance formation in a 12C target now becomes sible channels and then deduces the relative contribu-
(ref. 26) tions of the proton-proton (pp), proton-neutron (pn),
d3a (rr/) or neutron-neutron (nn) cross sections for producing
a particular pion species. The contribution (refs. 31
c3 d3pTr/E:r and 32) for 7r° production is
13 25 r u \3] \ m:rc2 ] 1/3app T 2/3apn
,_AT(_A)
x
(T N q- TTr + mrrc 2 q- my c2 -- mAc2) 2 + (FA/2) 2 and the contribution for r + or rr- production is
×r2(kz.)/2(kz.) (:)
5/6app + 1/6apn
where aAT(WA), the isobar formation cross section,
is given by equation (64) in reference 26, and tile with the assumption that
form factors F 2 (k_=) and f2 (k/3,_) are given by
equations (39) and (48) in that same work. The Opp = ann (3)
unrationalized coupling constant, f2 = 0.08, and
the other symbols, if not obvious, are described in Note that the cross section for 7r+ and 7r- production
reference 26. Note that nucleon recoil is now included is the same in the above simple picture.
Results Although not plotted, the 7r° total production cross
section at 25 MeV/N for 160 + 27A1is estimated to
Neutral Pion Production be 5.0 nb by using the "scaling" formula (ref. 33)
Since the results displayed in this work represent
the sum of cross sections for pions being produced /'27 ×16_ 2/3
either in the projectile or in the target (unless oth- a(O-A1) = _,]2x --_12] a(C-C) (4)
erwise indicated), it is instructive to decompose the
smnmed Lorentz-invariant differential cross section This calculated value compares very well with the re-
into the projectile and target contributions. This cently measured value (ref. 2) of 5.8 nb. (Note that
is done in figure 1 for neutral pions produced at 0° one must be very careful in using eq. (4) for inci-
in the laboratory by 75 MeV/N carbon-carbon col- dent energies close to absolute threshold.) However,
lisions. As expected, in the laboratory frame low- because the theoretical value quoted above does not
energy pions are produced mainly from the target, include threshold effects, the above scaling formula
whereas the higher energy pions come from the pro- should be approximately valid.
jectile. The dip in the projectile cross section curve at For the sake of further qualitative comparisons
about 10 MeV is caused by the fact that the cross sec- of the shape of the spectral and angular distribu-
tion is zero for pions of zero energy in the rest frame tions, the inclusive data of Braun-Munzinger et al.
of the nucleus emitting them. The net effect of sum- (ref. 1) are presented for the reaction AI(14N, 7r°) in
ming projectile and target cross sections is a broader figures 6 and 7. Also shown are calculated values
energy distribution than that obtained from consid- for the carbon-carbon system. Although the nuclei
eration of pions produced only from the projectile are different and only rough qualitative agreement is
nucleus (ref. 26). In figure 2, the Lorentz-invariant sought, one can see that the magnitudes and shapes
neutral pion production cross sections for 75 MeV/N are reasonably well predicted by our theory. Again
carbon-carbon scattering are presented as a function measurements for the carbon-carbon system would
of laboratory pion kinetic energy and angle. As ex- be helpful to validate the theory.
pected, the cross section decreases at higher pion en- In summary, the agreement between theory and
ergies as the laboratory angle increases. Similar be- experiment is quantitatively excellent for the produc-
havior is displayed in figure 3 for the noninvariant tion of neutral pions especially in view of the lack of
doubly differential cross section at 85 MeV/N. any arbitrarily adjusted parameters in the theoretical
As mentioned previously, the present work studies formalism.
pion production in the carbon-carbon collision sys-
tem, rather than the oxygen-carbon system of refer- Charged Pion Production
ence 26, so that more definitive comparisons with re-
cent experimental data are made. Figure 4 presents The Lorentz-invariant differential cross sections
spectral distributions for various subthreshold pro- for _r+ production at 85 and 75 MeV/N are shown in
jectile energies. Also plotted are the experimental figures 8 and 9 together with the data of Bernard et
measurements of Noll et al. (ref. 7). Since we have no al. (ref. 34), and Johansson et al. (ref. 5). Noninvari-
arbitrarily adjusted parameters or scale factors in our ant doubly differential cross sections at 85 MeV/N
theory, the quantitative agreement between theory are shown in figure 10 with the data of Johansson et
and experiment is excellent. Discrepancies between al. (ref. 5) and Jakobsson (ref. 35). For the higher
theory and experiment are largely the result of the in- pion energies, the qualitative behavior of the theo-
clusive nature of the experimental data, whereas the retical predictions follows the data in that there is a
theory represents an exclusive process. One would decrease in the cross sections as the pion energy is
therefore expect that the agreement between the in- increased and also as the angle increases. However,
clusive data and the exclusive theory should improve the quantitative agreement between theory and ex-
as the projectile energy is lowered (ref. 24), and this is periment for the charged pions is not as good as the
clearly true for these spectral distributions. This im- agreement for neutral pions.
proving agreement is also obvious in the total cross By comparing our theoretical predictions for 7r+
sections displayed in figure 5. Agreement with the production in figures 9 and 10 with those for 7r° pro-
total cross section at 35 MeV/N is within the quoted duction in figures 2 and 3, one can see that the cross
error. Thus one would expect that the prediction sections are quite similar. As noted before, com-
of the spectral distribution at 35 MeV/N (in fig. 4) parison between theory and experiment for 7r° pro-
would reproduce the full inclusive spectrum at this duction is very good. Thus we attribute the poorer
energy. We encourage experimentalists to undertake agreement for 7r+ production to the fact that we have
such measurements in order to test this prediction, not included Coulomb distortion effects (refs. 36-38).
It is well known, for instance, that the 7r+/Tr- ratio have made use of a free isobar width of 115 MeV.
varies significantly (refs. 36-38), yet at present, this If a nucleon is excited to an isobar in a certain shell
ratio is always unity in theory. Work on Coulomb ef- model state, then it becomes possible for a nucleon in
fects is currently underway and is considered to be of a higher state to fill the nucleon hole that was created
crucial importance in applying our theory to charged below it before the isobar decays. Therefore when the
pion data. isobar does eventually decay into a nucleon and pion,
The curves for O_r = 90° in figure 10 are shown there is now no vacant hole for the nucleon to fall
again in figure 11, but this time a decomposition of into. Thus the decay of the isobar is inhibited, which
the summed cross section is shown for charged pions means that the half-life of an isobar in a nuclear
coming from the projectile and target at 90°. At this medium will be longer than its free half-life. Con-
angle, the behavior is reversed from that in figure 1. sequently, the decay width of an isobar in a nuclear
At 90°, the higher energy pions observed in the lab- medium is smaller than that of a free isobar. This ef-
oratory come mainly from the target, whereas lower feet is represented by the AFfree term in equation (2),
energy pions come from the projectile. Continuing where A is a fraction less than unity, and AFfree repre-
with comparison to the charged pion data, figure 12 sents the nuclear decay width due to Pauli blocking.
shows noninvariant cross section data of Chiavassa et There is, however, another effect that tends to in-
al. (ref. 39) for both 7_+ and 7r- at 0°. Clearly the crease the width. Not only can the isobar have inter-
_r+/_r- ratio varies significantly. Shown also are our actions within the nuclear medium (refs. 40 and 41),
calculated values for charged pions, but after the isobar decays, the emitted pions can be
Figures 13 and 14 show angular distributions in absorbed in the nuclear medium (refs. 42-44). This
which the exclusive theoretical results are below the effect is known to be dependent on the pion energy
inclusive data at 85 MeV/N. These results are con- (refs. 42-44). These subsequent interactions of the
sistent with the results from the spectral and total pions lead to an effective increase of the isobar decay
cross sections for 7r° production (figs. 4 and 5) at width (ref. 14).
84 MeV/N. Since the calculation is exclusive, ex- We follow the work of Hiller and Pirner (ref. 18)
act agreement is not expected at energies as high as and take the width due to Pauli blocking to be about
85 McV/N. (Recall that the agreement for 7r° pro- 80 MeV (with A _ 0.7) and the pion absorption
duction improved substantially for lower projectile width to be 120 MeV. Thus the width with both
energies.) These angular distribution results are also Pauli blocking and pion absorption is about 200 MeV
consistent with tile kinetic energy distribution com- (ref. 18). In figures 15 through 19, graphs for an iso-
parisons of figures 8-12. There the experimental data bar width of 115 MeV (from figs. 4, 6, 7, 8, and 12)
were generally well above the theoretical predictions are presented with graphs for isobar widths of 80 and
(again at the higher projectile energies). The angular 200 MeV. In figures 16 through 19, as the width in-
distributions involve an integration over pion kinetic creases, the cross section decreases as expected, since
energy, and thus if the kinetic energy distributions larger widths effectively correspond to greater pion
are mostly below the data, one would expect the absorption and thus reduce the pion production cross
same to be true of the angular distributions. Note section. It is noted, however, that the cross sections
in figure 14 that even though the calculated values are not drastically modified by Pauli blocking and
are well below the experimental data, the qualita- pion absorption effects but vary at most by an ap-
tive behavior observed experimentally of cross sec- proximate factor of 2 when changing the width from
tions falling as the pion energy increases is predicted 80 to 200 MeV. Again, this approach represents only
theoretically as well. a preliminary study of these effects. In a more so-
SumInarizing the results for charged pion produc- phisticated treatment, the pion absorption should re-
tion, we see in general that the theoretically pre- ally be made dependent on the pion energy and the
dieted values are lower than the experimentally oh- charge species, and these effects may introduce some
served data at 75 to 86 MeV/N, a result consistent anisotropy into the angular correlations.
with the neutral pion results. Further work on in-
cluding Coulomb distortion effects is clearly impor- Conc|uding Remarks
tant and needed for definitive comparisons with the A particle-hole calculation for subthreshold pion
data. production by means of intermediate isobar and mag-
netic dipole (M1) giant resonance formation has been
Pauli Blocking and Pion Absorption extended to a study of the carbon-carbon system.
In this section we make a very preliminary investi- The modifications and improvements to the theory
gation of Pauli blocking and pion absorption effects include a 12C projectile (rather than 160), nucleon
by noting that all the calculations presented so far recoil, summation of pions from both projectile and
target (rather than projectile only), calculations of and Puddu, G.: Doubly Coherent Production of lr- by
spectral, angular, and total cross sections in vari- 3He Ions of 910 MeV. Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 43, no. 20,
ous reference frames (by numerical integrations), an Nov. 12, 1979i pp. 1466-1470.
increased range of subthreshold projectile energies, 12. Germond, Jean-Franqois; and Wilkin, Colin: Coherent
considerations of Pauli blocking and pion absorp- Pion Production in 3He-3He Collisions. Phys. Lett.,
vol. 106B, no. 6, Nov. 26, 1981, pp. 449-452.
tion, and the distinction between neutral and charged 13. Le Bornec, Y.; Bimbot, L.; Koori, N.; Reide, F.; Willis,
pion species. Extensive comparisons with experimen- A.; Willis, N.; and Wilkin, C.: Coherent Pion Produc-
tal data have been made, and excellent agreement tion Near Threshold With a 3He Projectile. Phys. Rev.
has been achieved for neutral pions. Disparities for Lctt., vol. 47, no. 26, Dec. 28, 1981, pp. 1870-1874.
charged pions illustrate the need to include Coulomb 14. Guet, C.; and Prakash, M.: Knock Out for Subthreshold
distortion. Pion Production. Nucl. Phys., vol. A428, Oct. 22, 1984,
pp. 119c-135c.
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Symbols F A isobar resonance width, MeV
c speed of light (3 × 108 m/sec) A isobar
c.m. center of mass O pion angle of detection
E energy A Pauli blocking factor,
ETr pion total energy in projectile dimensionless
reference frame, MeV or GeV _r0 neutral pion
f2 unrationalized coupling con- 7r+ positively charged pion
stant (0.08), dimensionless
7r- negatively charged pion
f2(k_) form factor (defined in eq. (48)
of ref. 26) a total cross section
F2(k¢_) form factor (defined in eq. (39) ann neutron-neutron total cross
of ref. 26) section, mb
m N nucleon rest mass, MeV/c 2 Crpn proton-neutron total cross
mix isobar rest mass, MeV/c 2 section, mb
Opp proton-proton total cross
mr pion rest mass, MeV/c 2 section, mb
N nucleon a(X-Y) 7r0 production cross section
p momentum for collision involving nuclear
species X and Y, mb or nb
p/_ nucleon momentum following
isobar decay, MeV/c aZxT(WZx) isobar formation cross section,
mb or nb
P_r pion momentum following
isobar decay, MeV/c
d3cy_Ir,rf)['x pion production Lorentz-
TN nucleon kinetic energy, MeV c3 d3p_/Er invariant differential cross
Tr pion kinetic energy, MeV section, mb-GeV -2 or
mb-MeV -2
Fabs pion absorption effect width,
MeV _-f final angular momentum
Ffree free-state isobar resonance f2 solid angle
width (115 MeV)
i0 l i , '
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d3o
/--Summed
d3plE' 10-2
mb-c3
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10-4 , j l
0 20 40 60 80 I00
T_ MeV (lab)
Figure 1. Theoretical Lorentz-invariant cross sections for v0 production at O_ = 0° in carbon-carbon collisions
at 75 MeV/N. Theoretical curves show decomposition of summed cross section in terms of contributions of
pions from projectile and target.
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Figure 2. Theoretical Lorentz-invariant doubly differential cross sections for _r0 production at 75 MeV/N.
Angular values are OTr.
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Figure 3. Theoretical noninvariant doubly differential cross sections for _0 production at 85 MeV/N. Angular
values are O_r.
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Figure 4. Spectral distributions for _r0 production. Solid curves display theoretical predictions of this study;
histograms show experimental data of reference 7.
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Figure 5. Total _o production cross sections as a function of incident projectile energy. Curve displays
theoretical predictions; circles are experimental data of references 1 and 7.
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Figure 6. Spectral distributions for _0 production. Solid curve displays theoretical predictions of this study
for 12C on 12C; histogram and error bars display experimental data of reference 1 for A1 on 14N.
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Figure 7. Angular distributions for 7r° production. Solid curve displays theoretical predictions of this study
for 12C on 12C; histograms and error bars display experimental data of reference 1 for A1 on 14N.
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Figure 8. Theoretical and experimental (refs. 5 and 34) Lorentz-invariant doubly differential cross sections for
7r+ production at 85 MeV/N. Solid lines represent theoretical predictions; dashed lines are drawn through
experimental data points only to facilitate visual inspection; angular values are OTr.
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Figure 9. Theoretical and experimental (ref. 34) Lorentz-invariant doubly differential cross sections for rr+
production at 75 MeV/N. Solid lines represent theoretical predictions; dashed lines are drawn through
experimental data points only to facilitate visual inspection; angular values are Orr.
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Figure 10. Theoretical and experimental (refs. 5 and 35) noninvariant doubly differential cross sections for
7r+ production at 85 MeV/N. Solid lines represent theoretical predictions; dashed lines are drawn through
experimental data points only to facilitate visual inspection; angular values are OTr.
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Figure 11. Theoretical and experimental (refs. 5 and 35) noninvariant doubly differential cross sections for 7r+
production at 85 MeV/N for OTr= 90°. Theoretical curves (solid lines) show decomposition of summed
cross section in terms of contributions of pions from projectile and target.
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Figure 12. Theoretical and experimental (ref. 39) noninvariant doubly differential cross sections for ;r+ and
7r- production at 86 MeV/N. Solid line displays theoretical predictions; dashed lines are drawn through
experimentaldata points only to facilitate visual inspection.
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Figure 13. Theoretical and experimental (ref. 34) angular distributions for 7r+ production at 85 MeV/N.
Curve displays theoretical predictions; circles are experimental data points.
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Figure 15. Spectral distributions for 7r0 production at 60 MeV/N for isobar widths of 80, 115, and 200 MeV.
Curves show theoretical predictions of this study. Histograms show experimental data from reference 7.
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Figure 16. Spectral distributions for 7r° production at 35 MeV/N for isobar widths of 80, 115, and 200 MeV.
12 12Curves show theoretical predictions of this study for C on C. Histograms and error bars show
experimental data from reference 1 for A1 on 14N.
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Figure 17. Angular distributions for _r0 production at 35 MeV/N for isobar widths of 80, 115, and 200 MeV.
12Curves show theoretical predictions of this study for C on 12C. Histograms and error bars show
experimental data from reference 1 for A1 on 14N.
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Figure 18. Theoretical and experimental (refs. 5 and 34) Lorentz-invariant doubly differential cross sections
for =+ production at 85 MeV/N at O7r = 90° for isobar widths of 80, 115, and 200 MeV. Solid lines
are theoretical predictions; dashed line is drawn through experimental data points only to facilitate visual
inspection.
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Figure 19. Theoretical and experimental (ref. 39) noninvariant doubly differential cross sections for _-+ and _-
production at 86 MeV/N for isobar widths of 80, 115, and 200 MeV. Solid lines are theoretical predictions;
dashed lines are drawn through experimental data points only to facilitate visual inspection.
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